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ABSTRACT: Optical printing is a simple and flexible method
to bring colloidal nanoparticles from suspension to specific
locations of a substrate. However, its application has been
limited to the fabrication of arrays of isolated nanoparticles
because, until now, it was never possible to bring nanoparticles
closer together than approximately 300 nm. Here, we pro-
pose this limitation is due to thermophoretic repulsive forces
generated by plasmonic heating of the NPs. We show how to overcome this obstacle and demonstrate the optical printing of
connected nanoparticles with well-defined orientation. These experiments constitute a key step toward the fabrication by optical
printing of functional nanostructures and microcircuits based on colloidal nanoparticles.
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Since recently, the use of optical forces to immobilize colloidal
metal nanoparticles (NPs) one by one on specific locations

of a substrate has been investigated.1−7 In this method, called
laser or optical printing, optical forces are applied to a colloidal
nanoparticle in order to bring it close enough to a substrate so
that the attractive force between the substrate and the particle
dominates, and the nanoparticle gets fixed. Despite being an
optical method, the positional accuracy of optical printing is
not limited by diffraction of light, and individual NPs can be
positioned with a precision of several tens of nanometers.1

In comparison to other nanofabrication tools, such as standard
top-down methods, optical printing holds a number of
advantages. First, colloidal chemistry offers an assortment of
nanoparticles impossible to obtain with lithographic methods.
Colloidal metallic nanoparticles can be prepared in a vast variety
of compositions, sizes, shapes, structures (e.g., core−shell) and
with numerous surface supramolecular modifications.8−11 Also,
colloidal nanoparticles typically have much higher crystal quality,
which is critical for some applications, like plasmonics. Second,
optical printing is fast and flexible and does not require high-cost
instrumentation or clean rooms. Finally, there is no real limi-
tation to extend optical printing to nonmetallic nanoparticles.
Optical printing was used to build complex surface-bound

plasmonic nanostructures with high precision. After a first
demonstration of direct printing of spherical gold NPs from
colloidal suspension,1,2 this methodology was applied to print
aligned gold nanorods,5 gold bipyramids,7 and gold NPs holding
DNA-origami structures.6 Optical printing of multiple NPs in an
ordered fashion is also possible using spatially modulated light
fields.4,12 Gold nanoparticles were also incorporated in photonic
crystal cavities13 and even biological cells14 by optical printing.
In spite of its practicality and high potential, optical printing

has been limited to the fabrication of ordered arrays of isolated

NPs because, until now, it was not possible to print NPs close
together in a controlled manner. In different experiments the
minimum interparticle distance has been found to be restricted
to about 300 nm.3,4 This limitation has obstructed the use of
optical printing to the fabrication of plasmonically coupled
structures and circuits of connected NPs. In a workaround to this
limitation, NPs were optically printed on a thermoresponsive
polymer film, where they could be brought closer together upon
contraction of the polymer film.3 Still in this case the interparticle
distance was limited to about 120 nm. Overcoming this limitation
would tremendously expand the field of application of optical
printing, enabling the rapid and flexible fabrication of functional
nanostructures such as plasmonically driven nanostoves,15 nano-
antennas,16 plasmonic optical tweezers.17 It would also be possible
to construct designed surface patterns for enhanced Raman spec-
troscopy and biosensing,18 large structures of connected NPs such
as “plasmonic polymers”,19 and even microcircuits based on NPs.
Here, we study systematically the optical printing of Au−Au

and Ag−Au NP dimers. We show that the repulsive interaction
that has prevented printing of NPs at close distances is produced
by light interaction with the already printed NP. We propose an
explanation in terms of thermophoretic repulsion. Selecting a
printing wavelength that minimizes light interaction with the
already printed NP, we were able to optically print Ag and
Au NPs at all interparticle separation distances and connect
them in Ag−Au heterodimers with well-defined orientation.
This constitutes the first, fundamental step for the fabrication of
more complex nanostructures by optical printing.
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The experimental setup is schematically depicted in Figure 1A.
It consists of a home-built up-right optical microscope that
combines dark-field detection in wide field and confocal sample
scanning with CW lasers at 405 and 532 nm. These two lasers
were used for optical printing as well. Both lasers were focused to
their diffraction limit on the substrate plane and superimposed
with a precision better than 10 nm in all three axes. Using notch
filters, elastically scattered light was directed to respective
amplified photodiodes through confocal pinholes. For dark-field
imaging, the sample was illuminated with white light from an
halogen lamp through an oil-immersion dark-field condenser
(NA = 1.2−1.4). Scattered light was collected with a water
immersion objective (NA= 1.0) and directed to a color CCD
camera. With this configuration it is possible to simultaneously
perform wide-field and confocal detections, which enables
the automation and live monitoring of the printing process
(see supporting info for more details).
AgNPs, with an average size of 57 nm and a plasmon resonance

centered at 428 nm, were printed using the 405 nm laser at
0.75 mW. Au NPs, with an average size of 63 nm and a plasmon
resonance centered at 536 nm, were printed with the 532 nm laser
at 1.2 mW. Both NPs were citrate coated, and negatively charged
at neutral pH. For simplicity, and because the small difference in
size is practically irrelevant for these experiments, 60 nm is used
along the text for both NP sizes. In order to avoid spontaneous
binding of the NPs, the substrates were surface functionalized
with negative charges using layer-by-layer deposition of poly-
electrolytes.1 The focused laser beams generate optical forces on
the NPs that push them toward the beam center and toward the
substrate. Above a certain laser intensity the electrostatic repulsion
from the substrate is surpassed and the NPs are printed.1,4 The
printing process was computer controlled and fully automated.
Each printing event is detected as an increase in the scattered light
signal on the corresponding confocal channel. Upon detection of a
printing event, the laser illumination is immediately blocked, the
sample is moved to the next printing position with a piezoelectric

nanopositioning stage, and the laser is unblocked until the next
printing event occurs. Additionally, a focus correction step could
be included in between printing events when needed. Using
this configuration, individual Ag and Au NPs were printed on
arbitrary patterns with an average positional accuracy of 50 nm,
a value 4 to 5 times better than the optical diffraction limit. Two
examples are shown in Figures 1B and 1C.
We then turned to print dimers of NPs using the same setup

configuration and the following procedure. First, a grid of NPs
was printed as described above. Then, each dimer was fabricated
with the following steps: (i) the position of a printed NP was
determined, with a precision of approximately 1 nm, through a
confocal scan using lower laser intensities for which no printing
takes place, (ii) the piezoelectric was moved to the desired
set-point d for the secondNP, (iii) the laser intensity was increased
to printing conditions until the printing of the second NP was
detected, and (iv) a second confocal scan was performed to
determine the relative position of the second NP. All these steps
were automated via PC control. Further experimental details are
provided in the Supporting Information. The set-point d is defined
as the distance from the center of the printed NP to the center of
the laser focus, i.e., where it is aimed to print the second NP.
Dimers of 60 nm Au NPs were fabricated by optical printing at

532 nm. Various set-points d of interparticle separation distances
were used, ranging from 800 to 60 nm. In Figure 2A we show a
set of Au NP dimers and in Figure 2D the average achieved
interparticle distance dexp versus the set-point d. For large
separation distances (>300 nm) the printing process takes place
smoothly, and the dimers can be fabricated according to design.
At separations below 300 nm a deviation from the set-point
toward larger separations is observed, concomitantly with
a dramatic increase in the average waiting time for printing
(Figure S2). Clearly, a repulsive interaction is preventing the
second NP from being printed correctly. For separations smaller
than 250 nm the repulsion is strong enough to completely
prevent the printing of the second particle, and dimers cannot be

Figure 1. (A) Experimental setup; (B) A 10× 10 grid of single 60 nm AgNPs printed with the 405 nm laser, (C) Amap of Argentina made of individual
60 nm Au NPs printed with the 532 nm laser; (D) Schematic of the process for dimers fabrication: first Ag NPs were optically printed with the 405 nm
laser. Then the colloidal suspension is replaced by AuNPs, which are subsequently printed using the 532 nm laser. We define the interparticle separation
set-point d as the distance between the center of the printed NP and the center of the printing laser focus (i.e., where the second NP should be printed).
The achieved interparticle separation (center-to-center) is called dexp.
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fabricated. At this condition no printing event was observed even
for waiting times 20-fold longer than the time needed to print at
larger set-points.
The three different behaviors observed: no interaction,

interaction with printing, and interaction without printing, are
consistent with previous observations with 200 nm Ag NPs.4

Printing Au−Au dimers with separations smaller than 300 nm
has also been reported to be impossible.3 Until now, two
phenomena had been identified as potentially responsible for the
minimum achievable interparticle distance: (i) optical inter-
actions through the field scattered by both, the already printed
NP and the NP in suspension (optical binding)4 and (ii)
convective flows induced by optical heating of the already printed
NP.3 All plausible mechanisms require interaction of the printed
NP with light, either by scattering or absorption. One strategy to
avoid these two effects consists of printing first a AgNP, and then
a Au NP using light of 532 nm (Figure 1D). In this way, printing
of the Au NP is expected to take place undisturbedly, because the
Ag NP is practically transparent at 532 nm (Figure 2C).
The fabrication protocol for Ag−Au dimers was analogous to

the one used for Au−Au dimers. First a grid of 60 nmAgNPs was
printed using the 405 nm laser. Then the colloidal suspension
was exchanged for one of 60 nm Au NPs. Finally the dimers were
fabricated by a sequence of (i) a confocal scan at 405 nm to
determine the exact position of the Ag NP, (ii) positioning the
piezo stage at the desired printing position for the Au NP, (iii)
illumination with 532 nm at printing intensity, and (iv) confocal
scans to characterize the fabricated dimer. Figure 2B shows dark
field images of Ag−Au heterodimers fabricated with various

interparticle separation distances. Remarkably, in this case optical
printing is possible for all interparticle distances. When the
separation is smaller than the diffraction limit (<300 nm) the
heterodimers appear as a single object in the dark-field images
(Figure 2B). Nevertheless, using three confocal scattering images,
one at 405 and two at 532 nm, with polarization perpendicular to
the dimer axis, we were able to determine the positions of the Ag
and the Au NPs with a subdiffraction precision of approximately
20 nm (more details in the Supporting Information).
The average interparticle distance achieved in the Ag−Au

dimers is in agreement to the set-point (d) all the way down to
60 nm (Figure 2D), i.e. until the NPs are in contact. At this point
is important to recall that aside from their optical properties,
the Ag and Au NPs have practically identical physicochemical
properties, such as size, charge and surface capping molecules.
Based on this we conclude that the repulsive interaction that
prevents the fabrication of Au−Au NP dimers with gaps smaller
than 250 nm is light induced.
For the fabrication of structures and circuits of NPs, is not only

important to control the interparticle distance and to be able to
connect NPs, but also to control the relative orientation of the
printed NPs with respect to the substrate/device frame of
reference. We interrogated the possibilities of optical printing
to fabricate dimers with controlled orientation. For this, we
analyzed the angle (α) between the vertical axis (x) of the
substrate and the vector defined from the center of Ag NP to the
center of Au NP (see inset in Figure 3A).
Figure 3A shows the mean values of α for dimers fabricated at

various interparticle distances d ranging from 600 to 60 nm,

Figure 2. (A,B) Dark field micrographs of Au−Au and Ag−Au NP dimers fabricated at different interparticle distances d. (C) Extinction cross sections
calculated using Mie theory for 60 nm Au and Ag NPs in water. (D) Measured interparticle distances (dexp) vs set point (d) for the Au−Au and Ag−Au
NP dimers. The ideal behavior is shown as a line with slope = 1.
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obtained from the analysis of confocal scattering images. The
optical printing is accurate in terms of directionality within an
error smaller than 8° for all values of d from 600 nm down to
100 nm. For the connected NPs (d = 60 nm), the variability takes
a slightly higher value of 20°. There are two possible reasons for
this increment. First, due to the limited printing accuracy, a larger
variation in α is expected as d becomes shorter. Second, a
contribution due to contact interactions between the NPs is
also likely. As an example, in Figure 3B we show dark-field and
field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) images
of five connected Ag−Au NP dimers fabricated by setting the
interparticle distance to 60 nm.On the dark field images the dimers
appear as single diffraction limited scatterers. On the FE-SEM
images the orientational control is evident. Ag−Au NP dimers can
be fabricated as well if the interparticle distance is set to zero, but
the orientational control is completely lost (Figure 3A,C).
These experiments clearly show that optical printing is capable

of placing NPs at arbitrary separation distances and also connect
NPs with controlled orientation. The necessary condition is to
minimize the interaction of the already printed NPs with the light
used for printing. In this case we achieved this by printing first
a Ag NP using 405 nm light, and then a Au NP using 532 nm.
Naturally, many other configurations that fulfill this condition
can be thought of. However, designing an optimum strategy for
the printing of connected NPs requires a deeper understanding
of the light-induced repulsion.
The light-induced repulsive force that prevents optical printing

of Au−Au dimers is active over relatively long distances
(350−400 nm), which excludes near field interactions. Far
field-interaction through dipolar fields scattered by the two NPs
(the one already printed and the one being printed), so-called
“optical binding”,4,20 is of second order (proportional to the
square of the NP polarizability) and considerably weaker than
the scattering force exerted by the laser on the NP being printed
(first order on polarizability).21 In addition, we have not observed
any polarization dependency on the repulsion, as predicted by
optical binding. We thus infer that some other, stronger repulsive
force prevents the NPs approaching each other.
The other possibility to be considered is light absorption and

heating. A repulsion explained in terms of convective flows in the
surrounding fluid (water in our case) due to heating of the
already printed NP is also inaccurate, for the following reasons.

Even though metallic NPs are very efficient light-to-heat
converters,22 heat transfer to the surrounding medium is
dominated by conduction23 and convective flows are never faster
than 1 nm/s. Such flows translate into drag forces of about
10−19 N, which are negligible in comparison to the printing forces.
We therefore propose an explanation based on thermopho-

retic forces product of the extreme temperature gradients
generated aroundmetallic NPs when they are illuminated at their
plasmon resonance (Figure 4A). Thermophoresis is the
movement of colloidal particles induced by temperature
gradients.24−26 In recent years, thermophoretic forces have
proven to be strong enough for trapping and manipulation of
nanometric sized objects27,28 and have been found responsible
for the motion of self-propelled Janus particles.29

The thermophoretic velocity Vtph is proportional to the
temperature gradient:

= − ∇V D TTtph (1)

The thermodiffusion coefficient DT is typically positive; i.e.,
particles move from hotter to colder regions, except for strongly
charged colloids in solutions of high ionic strength and low
temperatures.30 The temperature increase at the surface of the
printed NP ΔT0 is proportional to the power absorbed by the
NP. For a NP with absorption cross section σabs placed at a
distance d from a Gaussian focused beam, the temperature
increase can be expressed as (see SI):
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where P is the total power of the beam, w0 is the beam waist, R is
the NP radius, and k is the thermal conductivity of the
surrounding medium. The temperature increase around the
NP is inversely proportional to the distance according to15,22

Δ = ΔT r T R r( ) /0 (3)

Then it follows that the temperature gradient generated
around a NP when it is illuminated by a Gaussian beam centered
at a distance d from the NP is given by
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Figure 3. (A) Angle (α) between the vertical axis (x) of the substrate and the vector defined from the center of AgNP to the center of AuNP. The optical
measurement of α corresponds to the mean values obtained from analysis of confocal scattering images of at least 20 dimers for each value of d. Several
values of α obtained from the analysis of FE-SEM images are shown for d = 500, 100, and 0 nm. (B, C) Dark field (left) and FE-SEM (right) images of
Ag−Au heterodimers fabricated at d = 60 nm (B) and d = 0 nm (C). In B the Ag NPs is always the one on the top.
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The solutions of eq 4 for the cases of a 60 nm Au NP and a
60 nmAgNP, and a focused Gaussian beam of 532 nm as the one
used in the experiments, are shown in Figure 4B. The strong
dependency of the generated temperature gradients with d,
explains qualitatively the sharp transition from interacting
without printing to correct printing behaviors for Au−Au
dimers. The much smaller magnitude of the gradients produced
by the Ag NP are consistent with the feasibility to fabricate
Ag−Au dimers at arbitrarily close separations.
A quantitative comparison to the experiments requires the

calculation of the thermophoretic force considering the temper-
ature field produced by the two NPs (the one fixed at the
substrate, and the one being printed). Using eq 1 and calculated
temperature fields, it is possible to calculate the Stokes drag force:

π μ=F R V6tph tph (5)

where viscosity of the suspension medium. Accurate exper-
imental values of DT are scarce in general, and to our knowledge
not available for metallic particles. Estimating theoretically the
value of DT is not trivial and remains a challenging problem.26,31

As reviewed by Piazza and Parola,32 most of the measured
coefficients range in the order of 10−12 to 10−11 m2 s−1 K−1.
Typically, measurements of DT involve temperature gradients
2−3 orders of magnitude weaker than the ones involved in
our experiments and temperatures near room temperature.30,33

The two experiments with the most similar conditions to our
experiments are (i) the one performed by Bucholtz34 et al.
with laser-induced thermophoresis of silica microspheres in
viscous liquids and (ii) the one with fullerenes in toluene
performed by Bou-Ali et al.,35 which is the only report involving
heat conducting nanoparticles. The values of DT obtained
in those experiments were 2.2 × 10−11 m2 s−1 K−1 and

4.5 × 10−11 m2 s−1 K−1, respectively. Here we show the
calculations made with 4.5 × 10−11 m2 s−1 K−1.
We calculated the thermophoretic force produced on a Au NP

at numerous positions around an already printed Ag or Au NP,
for various positions d of the printing laser and including the
temperature dependence of the viscosity of water. The optical
force produced by the laser beam on the Au NP that is being
printed was added to the thermophoretic force in order to obtain
total force maps. In Figures 4C−E, three total force maps are
shown. The force lines shown in Figures 4C−E can be inter-
preted as trajectories in the absence of Brownian motion. If
the laser is relatively far from the printed NP, e.g., at 400 nm
(Figure 4C), thermophoretic forces are negligible in comparison
to the optical forces, and the printing path of the Au NP is
practically undisturbed. As the laser gets closer to the printed Au
NP and light absorption increases, the thermophoretic repulsive
force becomes more important. For example for d = 60 nm
(Figure 4D), thermophoretic repulsion dominates and printing is
not possible at all. In contrast, if the printed NP is made of Ag
(Figure 4E), the thermophoretic forces are significantly weaker
even for d = 60 nm, and optical printing is possible at any
interparticle separation. Further details on the optical forces and
temperature calculations are included in the SI. It is remarkable
that these simple calculations with no free parameter reproduce
all experimental observations. To our knowledge there are no
reported values of DT for Au NPs, and for no kind of NP under
such high temperature gradients. It is therefore interesting to
explore the range of suitable values of DT. We find that values
ranging from 2 × 10−11 to 2 × 10−10 m2 s−1 K−1 lead to calculated
force fields compatible with the experimental observations. The
best fit to the onset of repulsion observed on the fabrication of
Au−Au dimers is obtained with a value of 8 × 10−11 m2 s−1 K−1.

Figure 4. Temperature and forces generated by illumination of 60 nm Au and Ag NPs, located at (0,0) with a focused Gaussian laser beam of w0 =
266 nm, λ = 532 nm, and P = 1.2 mW, as in the experiments. (A) Snapshot of the temperature field produced when a Au NP at (0,0) is approached by
another Au NP at (250, 250) nm, that is being printed with the laser focus centered at d = 150 nm. (B) Temperature gradients evaluated at
r = d produced by a Au or a Ag NP at (0,0) as a function of the laser set point d. (C−E)Maps of total force (optical + thermophoretic) acting on a 60 nm
Au NP for positions around a Au or Ag NP printed at (0,0), for different set points d of the laser focus. The arrows denote the direction of the resultant
force and its magnitude is color coded. (C) printed NP of Au, d = 400 nm; (D) printed NP of Au, d = 60 nm; (E) printed NP of Ag, d = 60 nm.
A thermodiffusion coefficient DT = 4.5 × 10−11 m2 s−1 K−1 was used. The immobilized NPs at (0,0) are drawn schematically with a diameter of 120 nm
(i.e., two times their diameter) because calculations with interpenetrating NPs have no physical meaning.
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In conclusion, we have shown that the limitation of optical
printing to position NPs at close interparticle distances can be
overcome by minimizing the interaction with light of the already
printed NPs. This limitation has until now limited the application
of optical printing to patterns of well separated NPs. Selecting a
wavelength for which the printed Ag NP is practically transparent,
we managed to fabricate Ag−Au NP dimers at any interparticle
separation, as well as connected dimers with controlled orientation.
After an evaluation based on physical arguments and

calculations of all plausible mechanisms, we conclude that the
repulsion that has restricted the optical printing of close byNPs is
due to thermophoresis. Light absorption by the already printed
NP generates very large temperature gradients, which in turn
produce strong thermophoretic repulsive forces.
The results presented on this paper expand dramatically the

field of application of optical printing as a template-free and
versatile nanofabrication strategy for positioning colloidal NPs
on a solid surface. They constitute the fundamental step for the
fabrication of complex functional nanostructures and circuits
based on connected NPs. They also provide a clear guideline for
devising new, optimized optical printing strategies fulfilling the
key condition of avoiding light absorption by the printed NPs.
For example, a viable strategy for metallic NPs would be to use
substrates with high refractive index, so that the NP plasmon
resonance red-shifts considerably when they pass from
suspension to the substrate. Then the printing wavelength
could be tuned so as to have minimum interaction with the
printed NPs. Furthermore, we believe that optical printing can
strongly benefit from a deeper comprehension of thermophoretic
forces on (metal) nanoparticles. In particular, finding conditions
for which the thermodiffusion coefficient reduces significantly
or even changes sign, e.g., by modifying ionic strength,30 would
facilitate optical printing of connected alike nanoparticles.
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